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MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENTS. 

BY"XAMDI." 

WHEN serving at the \Var Office the writer reme~bers two very useful 
articles appearillg in the Corps Journal: Medical Statistics by A.M.D.2 ; 
The Supply of Medical Equipment in Peace, by A.M.D.::l (Major D. P. 
Watson, D.S.O.). 

It is generally considered that these articles served a very useful pur
pose and gave in a nutshell an insight into the whys and wherefores of 
these two important itemsof our medical administration. It was suggested 
at the time that A.M.D.l should respond with a similar article affecting 
that departmerit. 

Being now stationed in one of the cantonments of the" brightest jewel 
in the British crown," ill an appointment less harassing than others 
previously held, I have tal{en the opportunity to write this article. 

Before the practical aspect of this subject can be approached, two 
definitions, namely, Establishments and Strength, must be explained. 

Establishments may be for Peace or Wat·. ' 
(a) Peace Establ-ishmejds represent the statutory numbers, whether for 

an individual unit, corps, or for the Army as a whole, published from time 
to time by the War Office with Treasury sanction and for which a fixed 
sum of money is allotted annually in Army Estimates. 

(b) Wal' Establishments represent similar fixed numbers sanctioned to 
bring a unit, or the Army, up to necessary requirements for war, namely, 
by the influx of reserves to the Colours, or by special enlistment, etc. 

The numbers sanctioned are shown in the respective Manuals, Peace 
and War Establishments, which are the authority for any individual unit 
or corps in the Army to employ the personnel therein enumerated. 

Strength represents the actual numbers serving and consequently being 
paid for, on any given date. For instance, the peace establishment legis
lated for in estimates-let us say for the R.A.M.C.-is 400 officers, 4,000 
other ranks. Suppose that on August 10, 1930, a strength return shows 
402 officers, 4,050 other ranks. The Corps show 2 officers and 50 other 
ranks serving above authorized establishment. The fat is in the fire. More 
personnel are serving than Parliament bas agreed to pay for. How did this 
excess arise-what do you propose to do about it? 

This article deals only with establishments affecting the personnel of 
the Medical Services, i.e., R.A.M.C., A.D. Corps and Q.A.I.M.N.S. 

The return from the large establishments sanctioned for the Great War 
to the establishments required for peace at the close of hostilities must 
have caused much scratching of head and paper by the Medical Department 
in order to arrive at an even provisional estimate, for the transition from 
war to peace was a matter of years, with weekly reductions taking place 
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during this period in many parts of the world. In addition, the size and 
composition of the post-war Expeditionary Force could not be easily 
decided upon until those responsible could get a clear picture of the 
probable post-war home and international policy. 

Hence it will be remembered that for some years various establishments 
published were always described as "Provisional." This term is now 
slowly being discarded except as applied to the formation of new units 
consequent on the policy of mechanizatIOn or motorization which is in the 
experimental stage. 

How are the data necessary to frame the skeleton of a Peace Establish
ment obtained? By the issue from A.M.D.l of a circular letter and 
proforma addressed to all Commands and Independent Districts at home 
and abroad (excluding India!). 

"Kindly cause the attached proforma to be completed, showing the 
minimum number of lady nurses, officers and other ranks of the R.A.M.C. 
required efficiently to maintain the Medical Services in your Command." 
In the case of other ranks, the rank, trade and duties on which they are 
required to be employed should be shown. 

This is circulated through the ordinary official channels of corre
spondence to Commands, Districts and eventually reaches the man. who 
really should know what he wants-the O.C.-hospital, depot, stores, etc. 

Then the trouble begins. 'l'he O.C., on receipt of this voluminous 
document, proceeds somewhat eloquently to refer to a type of furnace in 
common use or to the inadequacy of the quality of the paper for the pur
poses to which he would like to assign it. Then (assisted by his serjeant
major or senior non-commissioned officer), he may. or ~ay not, depending 
on the availability of golf links or other essential places of recreation, spend 
his afternoon wrestling with the simple question asked. "What do I 
require?" Unfortunately most O.C.'s-1 refer to the experienced ones
will argue to themselves that the memo. last received from District is 
another attempt to deprive them of their "habeas corpus" rights. It is 
not, but unfortunately he does not realize why these details are required, 
hence his reply: a bloated establishment far exceeding what he really re
quires. One might not cavil at this, but, not content WIth his efforts to 
reply to an "inhuman" document, he must introduce the personal "human" 
element. which is not required, viz., marginal notes refer to Quiutermaster
Serjeant GREAT, Corporal LESS and Private SMALL, whose prowess in the 
station billiard tournaments, at dances or at football makes their retention 
with his unit absolutely essential if he is "efficiently to maintain the 
medical services of the station." 

, It should be noted that the Establishments for India are not included in this circular 
letter, as these are paid for by the India Government and are uot therefore subjected to 
the close scrutiny of the War Office. The establishments required are mutually arranged 
between the Government of India, the India Office and the War Office, but are closely 
investigated in the first place by the former, who bear the financial cost. 
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The proforma now reac,hes District, who do a preliminary" vetting," 
and pass to Comm~nd who, noting the prowess of the above-mentioned 
" key" men, do a further "vet" ,alld suggest that their own chief clerk 
might be of a higher rank, say a Q.M.S. (with their eye on Quartermaster
Serjeant GREAT), and so on. Owing to their proximity, on the telephone, 
to A.M.D.I; they probably do make some reductions in.what appears to be 
a case of gross overloading and then the document reaches A.M.D.l. 

The under-dog in A.M.D.I is thus confronted with mUltiple returns 
from many commands, districts, stations, units, etc., and then gets down 
to them and tries to make a fairly even picture out of them. This is 
very, necessary, as he. and his. chief have to face the Establishments 
Committee in a few weeks' time and must' be able to answer the many 
time-honoured questions put to them, such as why, if " A" hospital is 
lOO-bedded you want ... personnel more than" B" hospital with the 
same accommodation? 

Nowmy readers may think that above procedure does not call for much 
mental effort on the part of the final" introducer ", (A.M.D.I) of peace 
establishments, but let him have no delusions .. An explanation will be 
enlightening. After many weeks, involving the daily carrying to and fro 
of a little despatch case to his suburban home and the burning of much 
midnight oil, he eventually, by process of eliminating the" human element" 
and adjusting of "overloads," arrives at· a "gross" figure for the whole 
Corps, as necessary for essential peace requirements only. 

He now has to investigate :. (a) Whether this is sufficient to provide a 
satisfactory" regular" nucleus for the contemplated Expeditionary Force; 
(b) whether the nuinber of warrant and non-commissioned ranks in com
parison with similar Corps in the Army can be justified; (c) what the period 
of service of enlistment is to be, seven and five or nine and three years, as 
this affects the formation of the reserves, etc.; (d) what reserves may be 
expected to accrue from the above establishment; (e) what is the anti
cipated number of recruits required to maintain this establishment; our 
actuarial friends in the Finance Department assist with their wooden rules 
and scales in the elucidation of the last three items. 

Having arrived at his conclusions, and after they have been approved or 
disapproved by his chief, he then announces ~o theA.G.'s branch that he 
is ready to face his judges. At the time of the writer's" residence" Peace 
and War Establishmen,ts were examined by two large Committees, on which 
all personnel branches were represented, presided over by a well-known 
military Director, but curbed in spirit by the stern necessities of finance as 
represented by a distinguished civil servant whose nationality wa~ condu
cive to financial efficiency. To face such a committee required tact, an even 
temper and a certain amount of guile, for any officer presenting" Establish
ments" is regarded a~ having something in hand to give away, and in this 
traditional spirit the Committee meets. 

It is unnecessary to elaborate the detail of their procedure beyond 
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stating that one has to appear on many days for many weeks in the after
noons immediately after lunch'-sleepy hours-and undergo acute cross 
examinations into the sins of the past and present life of the Corps, feeling 
very pleased that one has not brought Quartermaster-Serjeant GREAT and 
his friends into the limelight. 

Every time the Committee is adjourned, many local facts about some 
particular hospitals or units which have been 11 referred" during that day's 
session. have to be confirmed by written proofs, melDOS or telegrams, so 
as to justify ,further one's previous remarks when the next meeting is 
held. 

Let us now assume-:-one has reached the end of these harassing after
noons-the Committee haye agreed to a final (sic) figure. One feels years 
younger and asks for the whole of next Saturday off, hands the figures over 
to the hard-wo-rking soldier or civil servant clerks, and asks .time to sort the 
notes and present the result in an intelligent form. 

This having been done they are then accepted by the Army Council and 
presented for favour of sanction by His Majesty's Treasury. The latter 
will deem fit to return them several times with observations calling. for 
further explanatory remarks.. Then one cold and foggy morning your 
chief clerk comes in, also cold but smiling, "Establishments are passed, .. , 
SIr. 

Now, my readers, you know how it is done and where your figures go 
in the winter time. 

What has just been described at some length is the initial framing of 
Peace EstablishmeJ~ts which have now become regularized, but there is 
one further annual event which always causes a .flutter in hard-worked 
A.M.D.1-the Estimate.~ Committee. Putting it briefly, Parliament votes 
a sum of money annually for the upkeep of the Army as a sequel to the 
presentation to them of the Army Estimates by the Secretary of State for 
War. In order to arrive at these, the medical department in' the War 
Office is asked by A.G.'s branch to submit to them annually their establish
ments for estimate purposes. This is ac()mparatively simple affair provided 
you are making a -reduction in or maintaining the same authorized estab
lishments as heretofore, but woe betide you if you wish to increase them by 
one officer or other rank, for then the Director~General must be prepared 
to justify his demand if called upon to do so by the War Office Estimates 
Committee-a no easy matter in these difficult financial days. 

What is not realized outside a headquarters office is that the mere asking 
for ontl additional officer or one other rank, unless one can make a com
pensatory reduction in establishments elsewhere, is not the simple affair it 
would appear to be. 

SUMMARY. 

(1) This article is not written in any spirit of facetiousness but merely 
as an attempt to explain a subject which the writer has found from 
experience to be one of the" not understoods " in the Corps. 
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(2) The writer pleads Ca) for ,an understanding of tbp- difference between 
Establisbments and Strengths whereby the" initiator" and the," introducer" 
of "Establishments" will be spared much' unnecessary correspondence and 
hard work; (b) for a realization of the fact that the final" introducer" of 
Establishments is only dealing in heads and numbers and not in the family 
histories of individuals, and tbat he has no wish to remove any particular 
man from his unit; which is the prerogative of Officer i/c Records; (c) for 
tbe observation in all calculations of the rules of simple arithmetic. 

(ii) The subject of Establishments is a vast bne! and in order t~at this 
article may not be unduly lengthened,it being understood tbat " yet another 
appreciation" has to be fitted in to the Journal, no reference has been 
made to other medical establishruents, i.e" Reserve of Officers, Regular 
Re'serves, Territorials, Supplementary Reserves, Military Hospitals 
Reserves, V.A.D.'s, all of which require careful calculation, and 
consideration. 

(4) The writer takes this opportunity of thanking his late chief in 
A.M.D.I for having t!l.ught him all about Establishmen ts, also Major 
E. James, O.B.E., R.A.M.C., Supervisor A.M.DJ, and Serjeant-Major, now 
Lieutenant A. E. Malley, R.A.M.C., retired (late A.M.D.I), for their great 
assistance and courtesy at all times. He is also indebted to Major-General 
H. Boulton, C.B., C.B.E., V.H.S., for permission to publish this article . 

• 
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